
 

 
INSTRUCTIONS:    Quick Connect Canopies  

Models: QMP-M1RN and QMP-G1RN    
CAUTION: 

Read all instructions. 
Do not conceal or extend exposed conductors through a building wall. 
Do not install this system in wet locations. 
For low voltage exposed insulated conductor systems required by 30.1© do not install any part of this 
system less than 7 feet (2.2m) above the floor. 
To reduce the risk of fire and burns, do not install this lighting system where the exposed bare conductors 
can be shorted or contact any conductive materials. 
To reduce the risk of fire and overheating, make sure all connections are tight. 
Do not install any luminaire closer than 6 inches ( 15.25 cm) from any curtain, or similar combustible 
materials. 
Turn off electrical power before modifying the lighting system in any way. 
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Overview: Canopies are designed to fit all WAC 
quick connect fixtures. They may also be used on 
other manufacturers brand of quick connect 
(consult factory for compatibility).  Uses a 50 watt 
max fixture or pendant. 
Canopies come with a self-contained electronic 
transformer that may be dimmed with an 
electronic low volt dimmer switch.  

 
1. Loosen the three canopy screws and 

separate the canopy from the base plate. 
2. Remove a knock out from the base plate.  
3. Support canopy and guide the black and 

white wires and from the transformer through 
the knock out in the base plate and into the 
Junction box.  

4. Connect ground wire from junction box to the 
green grounding wire from the base plate.  

5. Connect corresponding line volt wires from 
the junction box to transformer wires, with 
wire nuts (supplied). Tuck excess wire into 
the junction box. 

6. Attach the base plate to the junction box 
using the slotted holes. 

7. Raise the canopy to the base plate, and 
tighten the three screws loosened earlier.  

      
      Retain instructions for future reference. 
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Shown with QF-194  
Fixture (not included)  

Retain these instructions for future service and adjustments 
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